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ABSTRACT

A procedure for generating and using a polynomial approximation to wing bending material weight
of a High Speed Civil Transport �HSCT� is presented� Response surface methodology is used to �t a
quadratic polynomial to data gathered from a series of structural optimizations� Several techniques
are employed in order to minimize the number of required structural optimizations and to maintain
accuracy� First� another weight function based on statistical data is used to identify a suitable model
function for the response surface� In a similar manner� geometric and loading parameters that are
likely to appear in the response surface model are also identi�ed� Next� simple analysis techniques
are used to �nd regions of the design space where reasonable HSCT designs could occur� The use of
intervening variables along with analysis of variance reduce the number of polynomial terms in the
response surface model function� Structural optimization is then performed by the program GENESIS
on a �	node Intel Paragon� Finally� optimizations of the HSCT are completed both with and without
the response surface�

�� INTRODUCTION

The use of multidisciplinary optimization techniques
in aerospace vehicle design is often limited because of
the signi�cant computational expense incurred in the
analysis of the vehicle and its many systems� In re	
sponse to this di�culty� a variable	complexitymodeling
approach involving the use of re�ned and computation	
ally expensive models together with simple and com	
putationally inexpensive models has been developed�
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This variable	complexity technique has been previously
applied to the combined aerodynamic	structural opti	

mization of subsonic transport aircraft wings� and the

aerodynamic	structural optimization of the High Speed

Civil Transport �HSCT���� �

In this study� the integration of a response surface

approximation to wing bending material weight into

the HSCT con�guration design process is considered�
In previous studies� a series of algebraic functions� for	

mulated using experience	based statistical information�
had been used to estimate the bending material weight

as a function of the design variables� This series of func	

tions is termed the weight function�� Since the HSCT

is a new class of aircraft� the weight function does not
account for all features of the design� In a compari	

son with �nite	element	based structural optimization�
the weight function was suitable for predicting general

trends in structural weight� but unable to accurately

model all e�ects of changing aircraft geometry��

Following the variable	complexity modeling app	
roach� information from structural optimization was

incorporated into the weight function� This was ac	
complished by generating a scale factor which multi	

plied the bending material part of the weight function
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to match structural optimization results�� This proce	
dure improved the accuracy of the weight function� but
derivatives of the scale factor were not available to the
con�guration design optimizer� making optimal solu	
tions di�cult to �nd� In addition� the scale factor was
only updated periodically during the design due to the
cost associated with structural optimization�

In view of the weight function de�ciencies� a full in	
tegration of the structural and con�guration optimiza	
tion was considered� However� this approach was di�	
cult for several reasons� First� results from the struc	
tural optimization did not produce smooth functions
with respect to the con�guration shape parameters�
Therefore� a derivative	based optimization would have
been di�cult to perform� Second� the con�guration
design process required structural weight information
at a large number of design points� This� coupled with
the expense of structural optimization� made an inte	
grated optimization infeasible for HSCT design� where
multiple optimizations must be performed�

Coupling unrelated optimization processes also in	
troduced code integration problems� Di�erent op	
timization software packages utilized di�erent design
variables� input parameters� and output formats� Addi	
tional software� commonly termed wrappers� could have
been developed to automate code interaction� however�
this is rarely a straightforward process� Moreover�
wrappers produce ine�ciencies on modern high per	
formance computers� Examples of research in this area
are described in References � and �

In this paper� a response surface approximation to
the wing bending material weight is used to address
the concerns of function smoothness� cost� and code
integration� while also improving the accuracy of the
statistical weight function� Instead of performing struc	
tural optimization during the con�guration design pro	
cess� a large number of aircraft geometries are evaluated
beforehand� These results are then used to create a
response surface to the wing bending material weight�
Since the geometries are based on the con�guration
design variables� code integration problems are elimi	
nated�

While one desires accurate results throughout the
entire design space� it is impractical to perform struc	
tural optimization for every conceivable HSCT con�g	
uration� For this reason� techniques are developed to
limit the design space domain and to balance the re	
sponse surface accuracy with development cost� These
methods are not speci�c to the wing bending material
weight and can be applied to many response surface
applications�

Three methods speci�cally improve the accuracy of
the response surface� First� a good model function is
found by inspecting various statistical weight functions�
Second� inexpensive approximate analysis methods are

used to �nd regions of the design space where reason	
able HSCT con�gurations are likely to appear� Devel	
opment of the response surface is then limited to this
portion of design space� Third� analysis of variance is
used to remove unnecessary terms from the model func	
tion� The absence of these terms reduces the incidence
of large errors in the �nal response surface�

The cost of generating the response surface is ad	
dressed in several ways� Once again� a previously de	
veloped statistical weight function is used to identify
a small set of geometric and loading parameters which
characterize the wing bending material weight objective
function� This reduced set of variables is then used
in place of the HSCT design variables to reduce the
complexity of the model function� Finally� using the
D	optimality criterion� a small number of reasonable
designs� which produced a response surface that ac	
curately re�ect the entire reasonable design space� are
chosen� Only at these designs are structural optimiza	
tions performed�

The large number of structural optimizations re	
quired make this problem especially suitable for coarse
grain parallelization� A �nite	element	based structural
optimization code� GENESIS� is used to optimize the
numerous design con�gurations� GENESIS has been
modi�ed for the Intel Paragon and reasonable speedups
are achieved�

By its nature� the response surface is a simple al	
gebraic expression that provides smooth derivative in	
formation� Although initially expensive to establish�
the surface uses minimal resources once implemented�
This makes it ideal for the HSCT design problem� To
demonstrate the response surfaces� suitability to de	
sign� optimizations of the HSCT con�gurations are per	
formed� Results are presented with and without the
implementation of the response surface�

�� RESPONSE SURFACE METHODS

Response surface methodology �RSM� is a statistical
technique in which smooth functions� typically polyno	
mials� are used to model an objective function� For
example� a quadratic response surface model for p vari	
ables has the form�

y � c� �
X

��i�p

cixi �
X

��i�j�p

cijxixj � ���

where the xi are the variables� the ci are the polynomial
coe�cients� and y is the measured response� For p
variables� ��� has n � �p � ���p � ���� terms� In such
a model the polynomial coe�cients may be estimated
using the method of least squares �Appendix A��

Most RSM applications are based on quadratic poly	
nomials� While these polynomials are relatively easy to
utilize� some issues must be considered before their im	
plementation� For p variables� the number of terms in
the model function� n� grows at a rate O�p��� Creating
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a response surface for the n	term polynomial requires
a number of points� m� which is larger than� but of the
same order of magnitude as n� This seems reasonable�
however� to maintain good accuracy� one needs to min	
imize estimations beyond the domain where analyses
were performed� That is� we would like the points
where we use the response surface to reside within the
convex hull of the data points used to construct the sur	
face� To ensure this condition for a p	dimensional box
requires at least �p points �at the vertices of the box��
For the twenty	eight design variables which describe
the HSCT� this corresponds to more than ��� million
points� which is certainly impossible with present com	
putational capabilities� This problem is often referred
to as the curse of dimensionality� Quadratic polynomi	
als also of course cannot model higher order variations�

Estimations outside the design space where the re	
sponse surface was created may produce accurate re	
sults� however� it is well known that if the model is
wrong� estimates only slightly outside the known data
can be grossly in error� Several measures can be taken
to address model error� Although seldom an option�
the number of data points used to create the response
surface can be increased so that the convex hull de�ned
by the known data points encloses a larger portion of
the design space� Another option is to reduce the vol	
ume of the design space modeled by RSM� This will
lower the distance between points interior to the con	
vex hull and the boundary of the convex hull� Finally�
the complexity of the model function can be reduced
by eliminating unnecessary terms� A statistical tech	
nique� analysis of variance �ANOVA� enables the less
signi�cant terms in the polynomial approximation to
be identi�ed� ANOVA is described in Appendix A�

Computational resources limit the number of points
from an ideal �p to the same order of magnitude as n�
For a six	term polynomial in two dimensions� results
from Reference � indicate that ���n function analyses
are su�cient to produce a response surface where the
error stabilize and the global trends of the underlying
function are accurately approximated�

RSM typically employs a structured method such as
central composite design �CCD� for selecting analysis
points in the design space��� However� CCD is only
e�ective for a low dimensional regularly shaped design
space� which is unlikely to appear in this study� For an
irregular design space in many dimensions� there is no
simple way of creating a �nite number of points that
span the entire region� Hence� a very large number
of points must be produced knowing that many will
fall outside of the feasible design space� The infeasi	
ble points can then either be perturbed until they fall
within the feasible region� or removed� This process
will lead to a large number of points inside the feasible
region� but whose geometric distribution is irregular�

From these points� a small number must be chosen to

construct the response surface� In a previous study��

it was found that the D	optimal criterion�� provided a

rational means for choosing any number of these points�

Once the response surface is generated� its predictive

capabilities must be evaluated� This is accomplished

by �nding the response surface prediction at a series of

data points with known responses� Measuring the dif	

ference between the known and the predicted response

yields the following information� average error� root

mean square �RMS� error� and maximum error� Points

used to evaluate the response surface should be di�erent

from the points used to create the response surface� If

not� the error results may be misleading�

�� HSCT DESIGN PROBLEM

Successful aircraft con�guration optimization re	

quires a simple yet meaningful mathematical charac	

terization of the geometry� The model used here com	

pletely de�nes the HSCT design problem using twenty	

eight design variables���� �� Twenty	�ve of the design

variables describe the geometry of the aircraft and can

be divided into �ve categories� wing planform� airfoil

shape� tail areas� nacelle placement� and fuselage shape�

The wing planform is described using the root and tip

chord lengths� the wing span� and by blending linear

line segments at the leading and trailing	edges� The

airfoil sections have round leading edges and are de	

�ned using an analytic description that incorporates

four variables� The horizontal and vertical tail areas are

described by two variables� The nacelles move axially

with the trailing	edge of the wing� and two variables

de�ne their spanwise locations� The axisymmetric fuse	

lage requires eight variables to specify both the axial

positions and radii of the four fuselage restraint loca	

tions� Figure � and Table � de�ne the HSCT geometry

and design variables�

In this study� a baseline HSCT is used to provide

a point near the interior of the feasible design space�

The baseline geometry is from an HSCT con�guration

previously thought to be optimal by Dudley et al� ����

�Table ��� Because of modi�cations and improvements

to our analysis methods� this geometry no longer sat	

is�es all of the performance constraints� however� more

recent optimal designs exhibit similar characteristics�
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Figure �� Airfoil thickness distribution
parameters �top� and wing planform and
nacelle placement parameters �bottom��

The design problem is to minimize the takeo� gross

weight of an HSCT con�guration with a range of �����

nautical miles and a cruise speed of Mach ��� while

transporting ��� passengers� For this mission� in addi	

tion to the geometric parameters� four variables de�ne

the idealized cruise mission �Table ��� fuel weight� ini	

tial cruise altitude� and the constant climb rate used in

the range calculation�

A complete design optimization is composed of a se	

quence of optimization cycles� Detailed analysis meth	

ods are employed at the beginning of each cycle� while

simple analyses� scaled to match the initial detailed

results� are performed in subsequent calculations dur	

ing each cycle��� � A typical HSCT design requires ap	

proximately twenty	�ve cycles until an optimal con�g	

uration is identi�ed� The optimizer NEWSUMT	A���

which employs an extended interior penalty function

method� is used for this work� NEWSUMT	A utilizes

constraints based on both the simple and detailed anal	

yses along with constraints that limit the movement of

the design variables�

Table �� Design variables and baseline values�

� Value Description
� ���� Wing root chord �ft�
� ����� LE Break� x �ft�

 ���� LE Break� y �ft�
� ���� TE Break� x �ft�
� ���� TE Break� y �ft�
� ����� LE of wing tip� x
� ���� Tip chord �ft�
 ���� Wing semi	span �ft�
� ���� Chordwise location of max� t�c
�� 
��� Airfoil LE radius parameter� rt
�� ��� Airfoil t�c at root ���
�� ���� Airfoil t�c at LE break ���
�
 ��� Airfoil t�c at tip ���
�� ���� Fuselage restraint �� x �ft�
�� 
��� Fuselage restraint �� r �ft�
�� ���� Fuselage restraint �� x �ft�
�� 
��� Fuselage restraint �� r �ft�
� �
��� Fuselage restraint 
� x �ft�
�� ��
� Fuselage restraint 
� r �ft�
�� ���� Fuselage restraint �� x �ft�
�� ���� Fuselage restraint �� r �ft�
�� ���� Nacelle �� x� �ft�
�
 

�� Nacelle �� x�� �ft�
�� 
������ Mission fuel �lbs�
�� ������ Starting cruise altitude �ft�
�� 

�� Cruise climb rate �ft�min�
�� ����� Vertical tail area �ft��
� ��
�� Horizontal tail area �ft��

Sixty	eight constraints� including geometry� perfor	

mance� and aerodynamic constraints� prevent the op	

timizer from creating physically impossible designs���

The aerodynamic and performance constraints can only

be assessed after a complete analysis of the HSCT de	

sign� however� the geometric constraints can be eval	

uate using algebraic relations based on the twenty	

eight design variables� For this reason� they o�er a

very e�cient� albeit rudimentary� means of identifying

unreasonable HSCT designs� Reasonable designs are

de�ned to be those that exhibit similar characteris	

tics to feasible designs even though some aerodynamic

and performance constraints might be violated� For

the most part� however� the geometric constraints only

prevent nonsensical con�gurations such as those where

the engine nacelles are not located on the wing or the

airfoil chord lengths become negative� All sixty	eight

constraints are listed in Table ��
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Table �� Optimization constraints�

� Description
� Range � �� ���
� Landing angle of attack � ���


 Landing CL � ���
�	�� Landing section Cl � ���
�� Fuel volume � half of wing volume

�
	�� Wing chord � ���ft
�� LE break� y � wing semi	span
�� TE break� y � wing semi	span
�
 Root t�c � ����
�� LE break t�c � ����
�� TE break t�c � ����
�� Fuselage� xrest� � �ft
�� Fuselage� xrest� � ��ft � xrest�
� Fuselage� xrest� � ��ft � xrest�
�� Fuselage� xrest� � ��ft � xrest�
�� Fuselage� xrest� � ��ft � 
��ft
�� Nacelle �� y � side	of	body
�� Nacelle �� y � nacelle �� y
�
 Engine out stability criterion
�� Minimum airfoil section spacing

at wing tip
��	�� No engine scrape at landing

angle	of	attack
��	� No engine scrape at landing

angle	of	attack� with �� roll
�� No wing tip scrape at landing

angle	of	attack� with �� roll
�� No wing trailing	edge break point

scrape at landing� with �� roll
�� Crosswind landing capability with

aileron de�ection only
�� Crosswind landing capability with

aileron and rudder de�ection
�
 Tail de�ection � ����� for landing
�� Takeo� rotation must occur prior to

reaching ��� of takeo� velocity
�� No negative sweep of wing

inboard trailing	edge
�� Root trailing	edge must not overlap

root leading	edge of horizontal tail
��	� Required engine thrust � available thrust

�� THE WEIGHT FUNCTION

Gross takeo� weight is minimized during the HSCT
con�guration optimization process� Therefore� weight

calculations are numerous and the �nal HSCT design
is highly dependent on the accuracy of these results�
To ease the computational expense of the design pro	
cess� we have implemented the statistical weight func	

tion in the weight module of Flight Optimization Sys	
tem �FLOPS���� FLOPS is used to determine takeo�
gross weight and to �nd the e�ect of planform geom	
etry changes on structural weight� However� since the
HSCT is a new aircraft� the weight function does not
account for all features of the design� Furthermore�
by its nature� a weight function can only provide an
approximate estimate of structural weight� The accu	
racy of the structural weight predictions fromFLOPS is
inadequate for HSCT design� This work focuses on the
wing bending material weight since most of the load	
dependent wing weight is due to bending�

The general wing weight function in FLOPS is based
on an analytic expression to relate wing bending mate	
rial weight to wing geometry� material properties� and
loading� Other terms are added to account for shear
material� control surfaces� etc� In addition� constants
are included to correlate with a wide range of existing
transports and to re�ect features such as composite
materials� strut braced wings� etc� The wing weight
Ww used within FLOPS is given as

Ww �
WgKeWb �Ws �Wn

� �Wb

� ���

where

Ws � ��� ��� ����fc� �S � Sb�
����W ���

g �

Wn � ��
� ��� ��
fc�S
����

Wb � Kfulb ��� ���fc� ��� ���fa� �

K � �Bz

�
� � ������b����

�
� �����

Ke � ���� �Bze�Be� �Wpod�Wg� �

andWg is the gross takeo� weight �lbs��Wb is the wing
bending material weight �lbs�� Ws is the wing shear
material and �aps weight �lbs�� Wn is the wing control
surfaces and non	structural weight �lbs��Wb is the wing
bending material weight �lbs�� Wpod is the engine pod
weight �lbs�� b is the wing span �ft�� Bz is the bending
material factor� Bze is the engine relief factor� ful is
the ultimate load factor� fa is the composite material
factor� fc is the aeroelastic tailoring factor� S is the
wing area �ft��� and Sb is the wing box area �ft���

The system is closed except for the bending material
factor Bz and the engine relief factor Bze� The param	
eter Bz accounts for the distribution of load on the
wing and is calculated by approximately determining
the required material volume of the upper and lower
skins in a simple wing box description of the wing�
The parameter Bze accounts for the reduced amount
of structural weight necessary due to the presence of
the engines on the wing� Analytic expressions for Bz

and Bze are given in Appendix B� The FLOPS wing
weight calculation is an iterative process since the wing
weight and the gross takeo� weight are dependent on
one another�

A close inspection of the FLOPS weight function re	
veals that� for a design such as the HSCT� the wing
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weight is entirely based on a set of ten parameters�
listed in Table 
� Each of these parameters can be
found using the twenty	eight HSCT design variables�

Table 
� Basic parameters used to calculate
wing weight in FLOPS�

� Name Description
� Sht Horizontal tail surface area
� Svt Vertical tail surface area

 wfuse Maximum fuselage diameter
� b Wing span
� sweep Average ��� chord sweep angle
� Bz Bending material factor
� Bze Engine relief factor
 Sw Wing surface area
� Wfuel Weight of fuel at takeo�
�� Wto FLOPS estimated gross weight

�� RESPONSE SURFACE APPROXIMATION

An e�ective way to improve the estimate for the wing
bending material weight given by FLOPS appears to be
�nite	element	based structural optimization� For this
reason� an integration of the structural and con�gura	
tion optimization was considered� However� problems
with function smoothness� code integration� and lim	
ited computational resources prevented a combination
of the two optimization processes� Instead� response
surface methodologies are implemented to model the
wing bending material weight calculated through struc	
tural optimization�

In the development of the response surface� a large
number of data points spanning the design space are
required� however� limits are imposed by the expense
of performing structural optimization� For this rea	
son� the bending material weight predicted by FLOPS
is used to develop the response surface� Once this
is complete� a sequence of structural optimizations is
performed to generate the �nal form of the response
surface�

��� The Model Function

The basic form of statistical weight functions such as
those de�ned within FLOPS involve relationships such
as

y � Cxc�� x
c�
� � � �xcpp � �
�

where y is an intermediate variable and the xi are the
variables� This suggests a model equation of the form

ln�y� � c� �

pX
i	�

ci ln �xi� �
X

��i�j�p

cij ln �xi� ln �xj� �

���

Essentially� the logarithm of the response� y� is a
quadratic function in the logarithms of the variables xi�
The b coe�cients are unknown values which must be es	
timated through the method of least squares �Appendix
A�� For comparison� model functions of both forms ���
and ��� are used to develop the response surfaces�

��� Identify the Reasonable Design Space

Three of the twenty	eight HSCT design variables �
wing leading edge radius� cruise climb rate� and starting
cruise altitude � have no e�ect on the FLOPS estimate
for wing bending material weight� and so are ignored�
The enormous design space associated with twenty	�ve
variables� as well as the expense of performing struc	
tural optimization� forces one to limit the response
surface to reasonable regions of the space� Again� a
reasonable design refers to one whose characteristics
are similar to a feasible design even though some of
the aerodynamic and performance constraints might be
violated�

The �rst step in identifying the reasonable design
space is to construct a suitably large hypercube� de	
�ned by the twenty	�ve design variables �Table ��� that
encompasses this entire region of space� Each of the
variables� except the fuel weight� is allowed to assume
values between ��� and ��� of its baseline value�
given in Table �� The fuel weight is only allowed to vary
between ��� and ���� of its baseline value because of
its strong in�uence on the design�s range and therefore
feasibility� Using the technique described in Appendix
C� ������ con�gurations are found on the boundary of
the domain� Of these designs� 
� violate one or more
of the HSCT�s geometric constraints �Table �� and a
large portion of the remaining designs appear to be
unreasonable�

Eliminating designs that are unreasonable cannot be
accomplished without removing nearly every design in
the pool of ������ candidate points� For this reason�
each unreasonable design� x is moved so that it resides
on the edge of the reasonable design space�

x� � � �x � xc� � xc � ���

The parameter �� � � � � �� is found using bisec	
tion� Computing � in ��� requires a set of criteria to
determine whether a design is reasonable or not� These
criteria must be selected carefully to avoid a compu	
tationally expensive procedure and to ensure that no
reasonable designs are inadvertently removed� In order
to make use of complex constraints� a series of increas	
ingly expensive evaluations are de�ned and applied in
phases� Initially� the simple criteria are applied to the
data and a large percentage of the candidate points are
moved toward xc� However� as the increasingly complex
constraints are applied� fewer of the points have to be
moved and the expense of the constraint evaluations
does not become prohibitive�

Table � lists the criteria used to move the data to	
wards the reasonable design space� They are listed in
order of application� with the range constraint� which
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is the most expensive� coming last� During the �rst
phase� the thirty	four geometric constraints listed in
Table � are applied� resulting in the movement of ������
designs� Although these criteria do exclude geometri	
cally impossible designs� they do not preclude unrea	
sonable geometries� Originally� these constraints were
intended to work in conjunction with the aerodynamic
and performance constraints� which are not considered
in this phase� Two unreasonable aircraft planforms
that conform to the thirty	four constraints are depicted
in Figure ��

Table �� Criteria for reasonable designs�

� Description
�	
� HSCT geometric constraints �Table ��

�	
� ������ lbs � WbF � ������� lbs

�	� Minimum fuselage radius
�� Inboard �le � Outboard �le

�� �le � �
��	�� ����� ft� � Sw � ��� ��� ft�

�
	�� ��� � AR � 
��
�� Inboard �te � ���

��	
 cyi���cyi � ���
� Approximate range � ����� n� mi�
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Figure �� Sample planforms present after the
exclusion of infeasible geometries�

During the next phase of moving points towards the
reasonable design space� the bending material weight
WbF is computed by FLOPS� Based on past experience
with the weight function� reasonable designs only occur

when the FLOPS estimate for wing bending material
weight WbF is between ������ lbs and ������� lbs� so
designs falling outside that range are moved closer to
the baseline design� This phase moves a total of �����
designs�
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Figure 
� Sample planforms present after the
exclusion of unreasonable geometries�

To further reduce the design space several new cri	
teria are formulated to address some of the features
illustrated in Figure �� The minimum fuselage radius
is set to ��� ft along the entire length of the wing root
chord� In addition� the fuselage must enclose a cone
with its base� having a radius of ��� ft� at the leading
edge of the root chord and its apex at the nose of the
aircraft� A similar cone has to �t within the fuselage
aft of the root chord�s trailing	edge�

The majority of the new criteria� however� are based
on the wing planform� Limits are placed on both the
minimum and maximum allowable aspect ratio� AR�
and wing planform area� Sw� Leading and trailing	edge
sweep angles� �le and �te� are prevented from assuming
improbable values� Local taper ratios� cyi���cyi � cannot
be greater than one� Finally� the wing planform is fur	
ther constrained from having a forward swept leading
edge� or from having an outboard leading edge sweep
greater than the inboard leading edge sweep� Applying
the new criteria causes ����
 points to be moved to	
wards the baseline design� Figure 
 shows two designs
which appear after the implementation of these criteria�

As a �nal step� a criterion is added based on aero	
dynamic analysis to exclude unreasonable designs that

�



cannot be identi�ed with geometric conditions� The
approximate range is evaluated for each design using
simple methods to estimate total drag on the aircraft��

Because of the nature of this calculation� designs having
an approximate range greater than ����� n mi� are
considered reasonable� Recall that that �nal HSCT
design must attain a range of at least ����� n mi� This
criterion moves ��

� designs towards the baseline con	
�guration� Figure � shows two designs which appear
after the application of this �nal criterion�
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Figure �� Sample planforms present after the
exclusion of designs with insu�cient range�

Table �� Reduced design space response surface errors
based on FLOPS weight prediction�

Model Ave� Err� RMS Err� Max� Err�
Variables ��� ��� ���

Exclude Geometrically Infeasible Designs
xi �
��� ����� ���
�

ln�xi� ���� ����� �����
Exclude Geometrically Unreasonable Designs
xi ������ ����� �����

ln�xi� ��
��� ���
� ����

Exclude Designs with Insu�cient Range
xi ��
��� �����
 ����


ln�xi� ������ ����� ����


After each new criteria is applied� a sample response
surface is constructed based on the wing bending ma	
terial weight estimate given by FLOPS� The response
surface is created using all ������ designs and the asso	
ciated error is measured using the same designs �Table

��� As the design space shrinks� the accuracy of the
response surface improves signi�cantly� In addition�
the advantage of using the model with logarithms of
the variables versus a polynomial model in the xi di	
minishes�

��� Selection of Intervening Variables

Using the initial twenty	�ve variables and the ������
design points found after reducing the design space� a
response surface model is �t to wing bending material
weight estimates from FLOPS� The errors are calcu	
lated from the di�erence between the response surface
prediction for the wing bending material weight and
the value predicted by FLOPS�

Although the results given in Table � are quite good�
the number of terms in the response surface function
is 
��� Recall that at least ���n function evaluations
are required to produce an accurate response surface�
Therefore� the number of structural optimizations nec	
essary is at least ��� and perhaps several times larger�

Table �� Accuracy of various models
based on FLOPS weight prediction�

Model Ave� Err� RMS Err� Max� Err�
Variables ��� ��� ���

Linear in �� Design Variables
xi 
��
� ��� �����

ln�xi� ����
 
���� �����
Quadratic in �� Design Variables

xi ��
��� �����
 ����

ln�xi� ������ ����� ����


Linear in �� Intervening Variables
xi ����� ����
� ���
�

ln�xi� ����� ���
�� ����

Quadratic in �� Intervening Variables

xi ������ ������ ������
ln�xi� ������ ������ ������

A signi�cant reduction in the size of the model func	
tion can be obtained by replacing the twenty	�ve design
variables with a smaller set of variables that are more
appropriate for a weight analysis� To maintain compat	
ibility with prior work� these variables are also entirely
dependent on the design variables� Such variables are
called intervening variables in the structural optimiza	
tion literature and the terminology is used here�

Returning to the description of the FLOPS weight
function� the wing weight is based on a set of ten
basic parameters� which are listed in Table 
� Each
parameter can be found using the twenty	�ve HSCT
design variables that contribute to the bending mate	
rial weight� Using these parameters as the intervening
variables reduces the number of terms in the model
function from 
�� to ��� In addition� the accuracy of





the model function actually increases when the inter	
vening variables are introduced� A further improve	
ment in accuracy is realized when ��� is used for the
model function in place of ���� Table � summarizes
these results� Note that a linear approximation in the
intervening variables is more accurate than a quadratic
approximation in the original variables�

��� Regression Analysis and ANOVA

Continuing with the ������ HSCT designs and the
FLOPS estimates for the wing bending material weight�
regression analysis and analysis of variance �ANOVA�
methods are used to identify unnecessary terms in each
model function being considered� The intent is not
to remove terms from the model functions before per	
forming structural optimization� but simply to study
the e�ect of removing terms� Removing terms based
the FLOPS weight estimates may eliminate terms that�
while not important for representing the FLOPS esti	
mates� may be in�uential in modeling the structural
optimization data�

Regression analysis and ANOVA are carried out
separately for the model functions based on both the
twenty	�ve design variables and the ten intervening
variables� The term with the highest coe�cient of
variation �see Appendix A� is then removed from the
model function� and the process of regression analysis
and ANOVA is repeated� This sequence of operations
is known as one	step	backward elimination���
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Figure �� RS error versus terms remaining in
design variable model function �FLOPS data��

Figures � and � show the accuracy of the response
surface compared to the number of terms remaining
in the model function� Note that ��� is used for the
twenty	�ve design variable case� while ��� is used for
the ten intervening variable case� ��� terms can be
removed from the design variable model function and

�� terms can be removed from the intervening variable

model function without signi�cantly a�ecting accuracy�

A similar situation can be expected for the structural

optimization data� albeit with di�erent model terms

removed�
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�� STRUCTURAL OPTIMIZATION

Within the HSCT con�guration design process� esti	

mation of wing structural weight using �nite	element	

based structural optimization has proven to be more

accurate than estimates produced by typical weight

functions� For this reason� a response surface represen	

tation of structural optimization results is developed

to replace FLOPS estimates for wing bending material

weight�

Due to the large number of optimizations that must

be performed to create a response surface� a relatively

simple structural optimization model is used� For each

HSCT design� a �xed arrangement of spars and ribs

is generated prior to the optimization while the skin

panel thicknesses� spar areas� and rib cap areas ap	

pear as design variables� The aircraft is assumed to

be built of titanium� Constraints are applied based on

Von Mises stress values for each panel� spar� and rib

cap element� In addition� local buckling constraints

are applied� Even though bending material weight is

used for the response surface� the entire wing structural

weight is optimized�

�



��� Structural Optimization Model

Because of the large number of designs which are

optimized� a special mesh generator is implemented

to automatically create a �nite element model based

on the twenty	eight HSCT design variables �Table ���

In addition to design variables� the number of frames

in the fuselage� the number of spars and ribs in the

wing� and the chord fractions taken by the leading and

trailing	edge control surfaces are speci�ed for each de	

sign� The mesh generator creates the �nite element

nodes and element topology data� estimates the loca	

tion of nonstructural weights� and predicts the geom	

etry of the wing fuel tanks��
 Fuel is assumed to be

stored in thirty	one tanks throughout the aircraft�

Because of symmetry� only half of the aircraft is

modeled� A typical �nite element model is made up

of ��
 elements joined at ��
 nodes with ��
� total

degrees of freedom� The wing and fuselage skin are

modeled by membrane elements� the spar and rib cap

elements are modeled by rod elements� and the spar

and rib webs are modeled by vertical rods� Initial val	

ues for the structural optimization design variables are

produced using weight estimates provided by FLOPS�

The loads applied to the structural model are com	

posed of the aerodynamic and inertia forces� Inertia

loads represent the combined e�ects of non	structural

items� fuel weight� and the distributed weight of the

structure� Aerodynamic loads for supersonic �ight

conditions are determined using a supersonic panel

method� and loads for subsonic �ight conditions are

from a vortex	lattice method� The structure is assumed

to be rigid for the determination of aerodynamic forces�

Previous studies indicated that structural �exibility did

not have a large e�ect on the loads for this particular

con�guration��� �� For each design� orientation of the

aerodynamic loads is governed by camber distributions

generated by Carlson�s program WINGDES��� A sur	

face spline interpolation method is used to translate

forces between aerodynamic node and structural node

locations� More details about the �ve load cases used

can be found in Reference ���

While acceptable for most HSCT con�gurations� in

some cases the simpli�ed �nite element model coupled

with a limited number of loading conditions can lead

to poor structural weight predictions� For this reason�

structural optimization results which di�er signi�cantly

from FLOPS must be regarded with caution�

��� Noise in Structural Optimization

Structural optimization is more accurate than weight
function estimates� however� they do not produce
smooth functions with respect to the design variables�
This is one of several reasons why structural optimiza	
tion is not integrated directly into the overall con�gura	
tion optimization of the HSCT� The non	smooth char	
acteristics of structural optimization can be attributed
to numerical noise associated with various parts of the
optimization process as well as the irregularly shaped
design space from which the optimal structure is found�

In this study� output from structural optimization
is used as the observed function values for a response
surface in wing bending material weight� Thus� un	
derstanding the nature of any noise produced during
the structural design is critical to evaluating the per	
formance of the response surface� To this end� twenty
feasible HSCT designs are found along a line segment
centered at the baseline con�guration �Table ��� Figure
� depicts both the FLOPS weight estimate and those
produced by structural optimization�
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Figure  shows the two extreme designs at the ends

of the line segment� All twenty designs are nearly

identical in planform shape� and FLOPS predicts that

the wing bending material weight varies smoothly from

������ lbs to ������ lbs� a di�erence of only ��� lbs�

While the structural optimization results are fairly

smooth along portions of the line� the weight varies

between ������ lbs and ������ lbs with a spike of almost


�� at the eighth design point�

Several avenues are considered to reduce the noise in

the structural optimization� First� parameters which

govern the optimizer are altered to promote conver	

gence to an optimum� Initial move limits are reduced

from 
�� to ��� and the stopping convergence crite	

rion is changed from �� to ����� Although this has a

favorable impact on the noise� it is negligible compared

to the large �uctuation at the eighth design point� At	

tention is next turned towards the objective function of

the optimizer� Although wing bending material weight

values are used for the response surface� the optimizer

uses the weight of the entire wing as its objective func	

tion� For this reason� changes are made to the �nite

element model so that the optimizer manipulates only

those portions of the wing which were accounted for in

the bending material weight� Together� the changes to

the optimizer and and the �nite element model reduce

the spike in Figure  from 
�� to ����

From the aforementioned results� it appears that the

noise is not produced within the structural optimization

process� Thus� attention is shifted to the loading data

produced by the aerodynamic analysis� Optimizing

each design using identical load data completely elimi	

nates the spike at the eighth design point� Further� an

analysis of the center of pressure locations based on the

loading data for each design reveals a pattern of noise

similar to that found in Figure �� Thus� the most sig	

ni�cant noise source is not the structural optimization�

but instead the aerodynamic analysis�

Because of time limitations associated with this

study� we are unable to investigate the source of the

aerodynamic noise� Therefore� we expect the struc	

tural optimization results to exhibit properties similar

to those depicted in Figure �� Considering the distri	

bution of data� it is clear that a quadratic polynomial

can model the FLOPS data with little or no error� In

contrast� errors of as much as ��� can be anticipated

if a similar polynomial is used to model the structural

optimization data�

��� Parallelized Structural Optimization

Because of the numerous structural optimizations
required for the response surface� this problem is well
suited for coarse grain parallel computation� Coarse
grain parallelization implies that structural optimiza	
tions for di�erent HSCT designs are performed simul	
taneously on separate processors� Each processor main	
tains its own data� so that interaction between the pro	
cessors is not necessary�

As the number of processors is increased on a dis	
tributed memory architecture machine like the Intel
Paragon� disk I�O may become a bottleneck limit	
ing the e�ciency of the parallel computations� This
fact is the primary reason for choosing the GENE	
SIS structural optimization code for implementation in
the parallel environment� GENESIS� a code developed
and supported by Vanderplaats� Miura and Associates�
Inc��� is available from the developer in a reduced I�O
form making it an e�ective code to use on the Paragon�

The speedups of a parallel computation is de�ned
as Ts�Tp where Ts is the serial execution time and
Tp is the parallel execution time using p processors�
In an ideal situation� speedup would be equal to the
number p of processors being used� Figure � shows the
bene�ts of the reduced I�O version of GENESIS� With
the standard version� maximum speedup levels o� at
��
� regardless of the number of processors� while the
reduced I�O version achieves a speedup of ���� using
�� processors� This is still rather poor� showing how ill	
suited packages developed for serial computation� like
GENESIS� are for parallel computation�
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�� RSM for Structural Optimization

This section concerns the creation of a response sur	
face for the wing bending material weight based on data

��



from GENESIS� As discussed in the last section� there
is signi�cant numerical noise within the structural op	
timization process� perhaps as much as ���� It is thus
di�cult to separate noise in the optimized wing bending
material weights from �tting error� and thus the appar�
ent error in the response surface approximation must
be interpreted properly� Indeed� a substantial part of
the error may represent a desirable smoothing of the
results from the structural optimization�

With the FLOPS weight function� all ������ con�g	
urations could be used to construct a response surface�
However� the expense of structural optimization lim	
its the number of designs which can be considered to
a small subset of the ������ points� D	optimality��

provides a rational criterion for choosing this subset�
For an n	term model function� the cost of assessing the
merit of each candidate design is O�n��� Calculating
the merit function for the 
��	term polynomial in the
twenty	�ve design variables at ������ points is compu	
tationally prohibitive�

Candidate HSCT con�gurations are chosen by pick	
ing 
���� points �mostly at random� but also containing
previously analyzed designs� from the ������ points�
the condition number of the least squares matrix X�
cond X� �Appendix A� for these 
���� points is below

����
D	optimal point sets are typically computed by sim	

ple exchange algorithms or genetic algorithms� Both
classes of algorithms are totally overwhelmed by a 
��	
term model function and 
���� points� An ad hoc ap	
proach is to decompose the polynomial model into a
sum of polynomials with fewer terms� �nd a D	optimal
set for each summand� and then take the union of all
these D	optimal sets� Not just any decomposition will
yield a well conditioned X matrix for the union �in
particular a decomposition into � disjoint sets of sum	
mands does not work�� Using seven summands� each of
which contained all the linear terms and �� quadratic
terms ��� quadratic terms in the seventh summand��
and �nding ��� D	optimal points for each summand
���� D	optimal points for the last one�� yields �����

designs� for which cond X � ���� ����
Structural optimization with GENESIS�� are per	

formed for each of the ����� designs to �nd the optimum
wing bending material weight� ��� of the optimizations
are successful and cond X � ��� � ���� Using the
same data points and the ��	term model function in
the intervening variables� cond X � ���� ���� These
��� points� referred to as Set A� are used to create the
response surfaces for bending material weight�

A similar procedure is used to identify another set of
��� points �Set B�� used for checking the accuracy of the
response surface created by Set A� Taking results from
both Sets A and B� the ratios of structural optimization

values to values predicted by FLOPS are in the range
of ���� to ����� and the average value is ����

Using every design in Set A� two response surfaces
are created� one using the ��	termmodel function in the
intervening variables and the other using the 
��	term
model function in the design variables� To determine
what portion of Set A is necessary to accurately model
the entire design space� a number of D	optimal sets
are found from within that set� For each D	optimal
subset of Set A� a response surface is created using the
associated model function and then evaluated using Set
B� The relationship between the error and the number
of points used to create the response surface is depicted
in Figure ��� From the �gure it appears that the inter	
vening variables require 
������ points for the average
error to stabilize� while for the design variables� �����
points may not be enough�
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Figure ��� Apparent accuracy of full RS in both
design and intervening variables�

Returning to the ratio of the number of analysis
points to the number of terms in the model function dis	
cussed earlier� for the full model function in the inter	
vening variables this ratio appears to be 
����� � ����
The ratio for the full design variable model function ap	
pears to be at least ����
��� �� and most likely much
higher� Recall that a smaller value� ���� was predicted
using the six	term polynomial in two dimensions�

ANOVA and regression analysis with data from Set
A are used to remove unnecessary terms from the ��	
termmodel in the ten intervening variables and the 
��	
term model in the twenty	�ve design variables� Results
are plotted in Figures �� and ��� which are similar
to those found using the FLOPS estimates for wing
bending material weight �Figures � and ��� The ��	
term intervening variable model function can be re	
duced to �� terms and the 
��	term design variable
model function to �� terms without adversely a�ecting
the approximation�

These reduced term polynomials are now used to
determine the number of points required to produce a
response surface that accurately re�ects wing bending

��



material weight over the entire design space� Referring

to Figure �
� for each number k of data points and both

reduced term models� a k point D	optimal subset of

Set A is found and used to compute a response surface�

whose quality is measured over Set B� For both the in	

tervening variables and the design variables� Figure �


indicates that ������� points are needed for the RMS

error to stabilize� For the design variables� this trans	

lates into a ratio of the number of analysis points to the

number of terms in the model function of ������ � 
�
�

and ������ � �
�
 for the intervening variables�
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Figure �
� Apparent accuracy of reduced RS in both
design and intervening variables�

Numerical results are given in Table � for response
surfaces created using all of Set A and evaluated using
all of Set B� The response surface created using the ��	
term polynomial in the design variables will henceforth
be referred to as RS�� and RS� refers to the ��	term
polynomial in the intervening variables� RS
 is the
response surface using

y � c� � c�WbF ���

as the model� essentially� a linear function in the
FLOPS prediction of the bending material weight�
Comparing results from Tables � and � highlights the
decrease in response surface accuracy accompanying a
move from the FLOPS data to the GENESIS data� Fo	
cusing on the intervening variables� one could postulate
that the variables are only suited to model the FLOPS
estimates� Indeed� the ten intervening variables are
straight out of the equations used within FLOPS� It
is possible that terms such as Bze and Bz �Appendix
B� are inappropriate for modeling the structural opti	
mization results� Still� it is reasonable to assume that
the twenty	�ve design variables can model either the
FLOPS estimates or the structural optimization results
with similar accuracy� This is not the case� In fact�
a strong case can be made for using the intervening
variables over the design variables� Both the RMS
and maximum errors associated with the intervening
variables are less than those associated with the other
two response surfaces�

Table �� Apparent accuracy of RS based on GENESIS
weight predictions�

Name Ave� Err� RMS Err� Max� Err�
��� ��� ���

RS� ���� ���� �����
RS� �� ����� �
���
RS
 �
�� ����� ����


�




There are two plausible explanations for the results
presented in Tables � and �� ��� a quadratic model is
inadequate for the wing bending material weight over
the entire domain being considered here� or ��� the
GENESIS optima are incorrect� due to noisy aerody	
namic loads or some other source of noise� Section �
o�ers evidence in support of ���� but does not rule out
���� Possibly both ��� and ��� occur�

	� HSCT DESIGN OPTIMIZATION

Complete HSCT design optimizations are performed
to evaluate the response surfaces to wing bending ma	
terial weight� RS� and RS�� At the completion of the
optimizations� results are compared with with struc	
tural optimization resultsWbG � Implementationof each
response surface is accomplished by modifying the gross
takeo� weight calculations within the weight module of
FLOPS� In place of FLOPS estimates for wing bend	
ing material weight WbF � response surface predictions
WbRS� and WbRS� are used� RS� and RS� are intended
for use in the reasonable design space and their predic	
tions cannot be relied upon outside this region� There	
fore� all calculations outside the reasonable design space
are done with WbF �

With two exceptions� the criteria listed in Table � are
used to identify the reasonable design space� First� the
range criterion is not evaluated because of its relatively
high computational expense� Second� an additional
criterion is added to exclude unreasonable predictions
by the response surface� Similar to the criterion on
WbF � if the response surface value falls outside the range
������ lbs � Wb � ������� lbs� the design is considered
unreasonable�

At the edge of the reasonable design space� a smooth	
ing function is used to prevent noise associated with
the jump between WbF and the response surface pre	
dictions� The smoothing function

Wb �

��
�
WbRS � rmax � ��
f�WbRS �WbF �� ���� � rmax � ��
WbG � rmax � �����

���

where

f�a� b� � a
�
�� sin� ��rmax��

�
� b sin� ��rmax�� � ��

is based on the maximum violation rmax among the
aforementioned criteria�

Three HSCT con�guration optimizations are per	
formed� each starting from the baseline design detailed
in Table �� During the �rst optimization� the FLOPS
wing bending material weight is used to �nd the take	
o� gross weight� The next two optimizations are per	
formed using RS� and RS� respectively� in conjunction
with ���� Results from these optimizations are given in
Table  and the planforms are plotted in Figures ���
��� and ���

From Table  it is seen that the best design is ob	
tained using RS� �the takeo� gross weight Wg is sub	
stantially lower than those obtained using FLOPS or
RS��� As expected� for all three designs� the bending
material weight predicted by the response surface used
for the optimization is lower than the values predicted
by the other two response surfaces �here the word �re	
sponse surface� is also used for the FLOPS function��
That is� the optimizer drifts into a region where the par	
ticular response surface is more optimistic� However�
for both FLOPS and RS� the structural optimization
results are lighter than the response surfaces� while for
RS� the structural optimization weight is ��� heavier�
This indicates that the optimizer took more advantage
of RS��s weakness than of any weaknesses in the other
two�

Additionally� while FLOPS and RS� are in close
agreement on all three designs� the results of RS�
are wildly di�erent� providing another indication of its
weakness� It should be noted� however� that the op	
timization based on RS� managed to �nd a planform
with the smallest wing bending material weight�

Table � Comparison of HSCT optimal designs�

Parameter FLOPS RS� RS�
Planform Geometry

Root chord �ft� ��
�� ���� �����
Tip chord �ft� ���� �� ���
LE sweep ��� �
��
 ���� �
���
Aspect Ratio ���� ��� ����

Wing Area �ft�� ����� ������ ������
Performance Data

Range �n� mi�� ���
� ����� �����
Landing AOA ��� ����
 ����� �����

Weight Data
Wg �lbs� �����
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If we look at the optimum design found by each
method and compare the results there with GENESIS�
then the agreement is quite good as compared to the
agreement in other regions of the design space� For
FLOPS this may re�ect the fact that its weight function
was created based on the weight of actual wings and
the structural optimizationweight of good aerodynamic
designs� It is not surprising then that it agrees better
with GENESIS for good designs than for poor ones� For
RS� and RS� a similar conclusion may be drawn in that
the bulk of the points used to create these response sur	
faces represent reasonable designs� However� the poorer
results obtained with RS� may be attributed to one or
a combination of the following two problems� First� a
quadratic model in the original variables may be a poor

��



model for the weight� a conclusion supported by the
maximum errors in Tables � and �� Second� the larger
number of terms used by RS�may have resulted in more
opportunity to �t some of the noise in the structural
optimization and to produce poor predictions even for
good designs�
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Figure ��� Optimal HSCT planform using FLOPS
compared to baseline con�guration�
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Figure ��� Optimal HSCT planforms using RS�
compared to baseline con�guration�
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Figure ��� Optimal HSCT planforms using RS�
compared to baseline con�guration�


� CONTINUING WORK

The sources of inaccuracy in the response surface ap	
proximations for wing bending material weight need to
be positively identi�ed and dealt with� Alternatives to
the D	optimal point selection process provide a means
for minimizing errors associated with de�ciencies in the
model function� whereas the D	optimality approach as	
sumes that noise in the data rather than the inadequacy
of the response surface model is of paramount con	
cern� The process of response surface generation must
be extended to other disciplines� including estimates
for drag� stability derivatives� and various performance
parameters�

��� CONCLUDING REMARKS

Variable	complexity response surface methods were
developed for the calculation of wing bending material
weight used in a HSCT con�guration design� The re	
sponse surface was based on the results of structural
optimization� However� simple conceptual	design level
models were used to identify good variables for the
response surface and to limit the extent of the design
space� In particular� the variables used in algebraic
weight equations in the FLOPS program were used to
reduce the number of variables in the response surface
from �� to ��� The use of the simple models to reduce
the extent of the design space was shown to improve
the accuracy of the response surface by several orders
of magnitude�

Parallel computation permitted the execution of
thousands of structural optimizations which were used
for the creation of the response surface� Substantial
noise in the results of the structural optimization� of
the order of ���
�� was found and traced to small
variations in the aerodynamic loads� The average dif	
ference between the response surface and the struc	
tural optimization results was about ���� with part
of this di�erence attributed to the noise rather than
to inaccuracies of the response surface� Several HSCT
con�guration optimizations were performed� and the
optimization with the response surface produced supe	
rior results to those obtained with the FLOPS weight
equation�

Variable	complexity response surface approximations
to the wing bending material weight for HSCT con�gu	
ration optimization have been shown to be an e�ective
way to deal with the expense of structural optimiza	
tions� the nonsmoothness of structural optima� and
the practical di�culties of code integration� Practical
considerations that balance response surface accuracy
with its development cost are nontrivial� Achieving
both acceptable accuracy and acceptable cost for re	
sponse surface approximations to wing bending mate	
rial weight remains an open question� The techniques
described here are not limited to the wing bending

��



material weight response and can be applied to other
functions involved in HSCT design�
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APPENDIX A

Least Squares Method and Analysis of Variance

Statistical techniques known as regression analysis

and analysis of variance �ANOVA� provide the means
to identify and remove the less important terms in the

response surface polynomial models based on simple

analyses� thereby reducing the number of detailed anal	
yses needed for later construction of accurate response

surfaces� Regression analysis is the procedure by which
the ci coe�cients for the response surface model are

obtained and typically involves the method of least
squares� as follows� Let there be m measurements Yi at

m distinct design points �x
�i
� � � � � � x

�i
p �� i � �� � � �� m�

and let the basis functions for the regression model be

���x�� � � � � �n�x�� where x � �x�� � � � � xp�� A choice for
the �i might be

�� x�� x�� � � � � xp� x
�
�� x�x�� � � � � x

�
p�

corresponding to a quadratic model� The regression

model is

y � c����x� � � � �� cn�n�x��

which leads to the overdetermined matrix problem

Y � Xc � �A���

where Y � �Y�� ���� Ym�� c � �c�� ���� cn�� and X is the
m � n �m � n� matrix�

B�
���x��� � � � �n�x���

���
� � �

���
���x�m� � � � �n�x�m�

	
CA �

The least squares solution is that �unique� assuming

rank X � n� vector "c which minimizes the �	norm
jjY �Xcjj�� or the sum of squares of the components of

Y �Xc� the errors� The regression or response surface

model of the data is then taken as

"c����x� � � � �� "cn�n�x��

Matrix �XTX��� is called the variance	covariance

matrix� The n diagonal elements in this matrix are the
variance values associated with the n respective coe�	

cients ��� The standard deviation �k of each coe�cient

is the square root of its variance�

Analysis of variance �ANOVA� involves estimating
the variance of the predicted polynomial coe�cients

and uses the variance	covariance matrix �XTX���� The

diagonal terms �i� in this square matrix multiplied by

the variance Var�	� in the measured function values Yi
are the variances of the respective coe�cients ci in the

response surface polynomial model� The coe�cient of

variation # for each term in the polynomial is calcu	
lated as

# �

��
�

���j�ij
p
Var�	�

ci
� ci �� ��

���� ci � ��
�A���

where the factor of ��� expresses the coe�cient of

variation as a percentage� The term
p
Var�	� is usu	

ally estimated by the RMS error of the least squares
approximation at the m data points� For the coe�cient
of variation calculations given below� Var�	� is taken
to be unity� Terms in the polynomial model having
large coe�cients of variation� typically over ����� may
be dropped from the polynomial without signi�cantly
a�ecting the �delity of the response surface �t�

APPENDIX B

FLOPS Weight Function Details

The wing weight function in FLOPS is based on
an analytic expression to relate wing bending material
weight to wing geometry� material properties and load	
ing� Two terms in the function account for the load
distribution on the wing� the bending material factor�
Bz � and the engine relief factor� Bze�

Bz accounts for the distribution of load on the wing�
neglecting the engines� and is calculated by approxi	
mately determining the required material volume of the
upper and lower skins in a simple wing box description
of the wing� We begin by �nding the weighted average
of the load sweep angle at ��� chord position

�L �

Z �

�

�� � �y���y� dy�

Next it is necessary to determine the bending moment
assuming a simple elliptic pressure distribution�

M �y� �

Z y

�

p�
�
 d
�

With this bending moment distribution it is possible to
calculate the necessary �ange are as

A�y� �
M �y�

t�y�c�y� cos ��y�
�

and the required volume as

V �

Z �

�

A�y� dy�

The total load is simply

L �

Z �

�

p�y� dy�

and the bending material factor is �nally given as

Bz �
�V

Ld
�

��



where

d � AR����$� � ����fa � ����� sin� �L � ��
Cy

��� ���fa� sin�L%�

Bze accounts for the reduced amount of structural
weight necessary due to the presence of the engines on
the wing�

Bze � ��

Z ytip

yroot

NE



ytip � y

cos���y�

�

ytip � yroot

c�y�Max�t�c�

�
dy�

where NE is given by

NE �

� �� y � ynacelle� �
�� ynacelle� � y � ynacelle� �
�� y � ynacelle� �

APPENDIX C

Generation of Candidate Designs

In the development of a response surface� a large
number of data points that cover the design space are
required� A systematic approach for producing the lo	
cations of these points has been developed assuming
that the initial design space is a p	cube centered at the
origin with vertices �	�� � � � �	�� and a quadratic ��� is

used for the model function� The �level of a variable in
a point selection system refers to the number of values
that the variable is allowed to take on within a set
of data points� for example� if a variable assumes the
values f��� ����g within a set of points� then it is said

to have a level of three���

The most general three	level point selection system
is the full factorial method� where every variable as	
sumes any of three possible values� For twenty	�ve
variables� this requires the evaluation of 
�� � �������

designs� which is unrealistic� Consider instead a com	
bination of two level	point selection systems based on
the Partially Balanced Incomplete Box design �PBIB�

��� For a two	level system� each variable can take on
the values f�����g�

Similar to the PBIB design� a pattern of blocks is
created� each of which contains a fraction of the to	
tal number of variables� The variables within a block
are evaluated at the two levels 	�� while the variables
outside of the block are held �xed at the third level
�� Three di�erent blocking systems are incorporated to
produce a satisfactory number of points� Every block
pattern containing one� two� and three variables is con	
sidered� as well as the center point ��� � � � � ���

All possible two	variable block patterns for a prob	
lem in three variables� and the corresponding design
points are�

x� x� x�
Block �� & &
Block �� & &
Block �
 & &

x� x� x�
Block �� � � �

	� � �
� 	� �
	� 	� �

Block �� � � �
� 	� �
� � 	�
� 	� 	�

Block �
 � � �
	� � �
� � 	�
	� � 	�

For twenty	�ve variables� ������ points are produced
using the three blocking systems and one center point�
For an arbitrary number p of variables the total number
of points created is

� �
�X

i	�

�i
p'

i' �p� i�'
�

�


